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Jurgen Klopp stunned parents by turning 
up to a girls’ football match.

While unwinding during a short break 
from his duties on Sunday, the liverpool 
boss was walking his dog in Formby.

But it seems like Klopp couldn’t take his 
mind off football as he stopped to watch the 
under-18s ladies match between Ashton-in-
Makerfield and Formby.

It didn’t take long for eager parents to spot 
the german, who was engrossed in the 
game.

rob pratten, 48, from preston, was one of 
the girls’ parents who rushed to meet Klopp.

Speaking to the eCHo, rob, a lifelong red 
said: “It was pouring with rain and the park 
was completely empty. There were only 
spectators watching the girls play.

“But, across the pitch, some of the parents 
noticed this tall gentlemen walking his dog.

“There were a couple of us that are liver-

pool fans and we were shocked when we 
recognised that it was Jurgen Klopp.”

His presence was kept quiet, with only a 
couple of parents going over to greet the 
52-year-old.

However, once the half-time came 
round, Klopp was surrounded by 16 very 
excited teenage girls.

rob said: “When the half-time whistle 
went, all the girls started screaming and 
running to him, but he really didn’t mind, 
he took it all in his stride.

“My daughter was very excited, a few of 
the girls got individual photos. It’s nice he 
gave that little bit of time.”

“I’m not sure every football manager 
would have had that reaction. I told him he 
was a legend, but he was so modest about it.

“It was fantastic to see him and I wasn’t 
surprised to see him in his liverpool cap 
and red jacket. 

“He’s liverpool through and through, 
that’s why we love him so much. 

“even some of the Manchester united 
fans were amazed to see how lovely he 
was.”

reds boss on sidelines at girls’ match

The voice of the city

I DouBT many people would argue that 
liverpool is a great city. But is it such a 
great city to walk and cycle around? 

Well, yes and no.
To really experience a city, you need to 

interact with the fabric of it – its people 
and spaces. These human interactions 
are key. You don’t get the same joy from a 
city by driving through it. no-one goes to 
paris, Berlin or london to drive through 
them. We soak up the surroundings on 
foot, using our own steam. And the 
minute we put up the barriers, the metal 
box around us, we lose those 
connections. We stop interacting.

We’ve designed our cities and towns 
for over half a century with the car in 
mind. 

But we’re rapidly discovering the 
benefits to this approach aren’t the 
hallowed ground they were meant to be: 
personal freedom and accessibility have 
been replaced by congestion, toxic air 
quality and an inactivity epidemic – not 
to mention a climate emergency in which 
transport is one of the largest 
contributing factors.

But we know what a wonderful city 
liverpool could be for walking and 
cycling. It’s something I’ll be exploring as 
part of an expert panel at engage 
liverpool’s seminar series tomorrow. 

It’s pretty flat, relatively compact and 
the weather isn’t that bad! Some of the 
greatest cities in the world have realised 
the benefits of people-centred places.

 new York, london, glasgow and 
edinburgh are all taking strides to put 
people at the heart of their 
cities.

I think it’s about time 
liverpool joined the 
race to become a truly 
people-centred liveable 
city that’s easy and 
enjoyable for people to 
get around – riding a 
bike or 
otherwise.

Put people 
at heart of 
our city

My city

kevin Mccann
sustrans.org.uk

Who’s that watching the 
game? it’s Jurgen klopp!
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If we have published anything that 
is factually inaccurate, please 
contact the editor on 0151 285 
8476, at alastair.machray@
liverpool.com or at Liverpool eCHo, 
Po Box 48, 5, st Paul’s square, 
Liverpool, L69 3eB and, once 
verified, we will correct it as soon as 
possible.

the Liverpool eCHo newspaper 
is published by trinity Mirror north 
west & north wales, a subsidiary 

company of reach PLC, which is a 
member of IPso, the Independent 
Press standards organisation.  

we adhere to the editors’ Code 
of Practice as enforced by IPso 
who are contactable for advice at 
IPso, gate House, 1 farringdon 
street, London, eC4M 7Lg. website 
www.ipso.co.uk/ telephone: 0300 
123 2220 email inquiries@ipso.co.uk

If you have a complaint 
concerning a potential breach of 

the Code of Practice, we will deal 
with your complaint directly or 
IPso can refer your complaint to us. 

Please go to www.trinitymirror.
com/howtocomplain where you can 
view our Complaints Policy and 
Procedure. 

a “How to Complain” pack is also 
available by writing to the Legal 
and Compliance Dept, reach plc, 
one Canada square, Canary wharf, 
London e14 5aP.
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Jurgen Klopp posed for 
photos with players and 
parents, also inset, right


